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PM unveils ₹100 Cr master plan to give Gati to economy

PM Minister Narendra Modi on Wednesday launched a ₹100 Cr master plan to boost over-the-road (OTR) transport. The plan was announced during the Gati Disha event, which was held to launch the master plan.

The plan aims to reduce logistics costs, boost the OTR sector, and provide better connectivity to the common man.

The plan includes measures such as setting up of logistics parks, improving road infrastructure, and promoting the use of eco-friendly vehicles. The plan also includes measures to promote the usage of electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cells.

The plan will be implemented in phases over the next five years. The first phase will focus on setting up of logistics parks and improving road infrastructure. The second phase will focus on promoting the use of eco-friendly vehicles.

PM Modi said that the master plan will help in reducing logistics costs and promoting the OTR sector. He also stressed the need for the development of the OTR sector in India.

He also said that the master plan will help in creating jobs in the logistics sector and promote the usage of eco-friendly vehicles.

The master plan is an important step towards the development of the OTR sector in India. The plan will help in reducing logistics costs and promoting the OTR sector. It will also help in creating jobs in the logistics sector and promote the usage of eco-friendly vehicles.

The master plan will be implemented in phases over the next five years. The first phase will focus on setting up of logistics parks and improving road infrastructure. The second phase will focus on promoting the use of eco-friendly vehicles.

PM Modi said that the master plan will help in reducing logistics costs and promoting the OTR sector. He also stressed the need for the development of the OTR sector in India.

He also said that the master plan will help in creating jobs in the logistics sector and promote the usage of eco-friendly vehicles.

The master plan is an important step towards the development of the OTR sector in India. The plan will help in reducing logistics costs and promoting the OTR sector. It will also help in creating jobs in the logistics sector and promote the usage of eco-friendly vehicles.
Congrats: Pawaj's dig at Fadnavis over his 'I still feel like CM' remark

NEW ANTI-CONVERSION LAW

HC grants bail to accused in first case filed in Gujarat

From Page 1

"I look at this as a reaction coming at a time when the love and affection of the people for me has dipped. I have misread the reality and people's love has waned... I still feel that I am the CM, " he said, adding that it was "not the end of the world" for him.

Shivaraj Sajjanar is its candidate from Hangal, who came second behind M Udasi from Hangal.

"It's good that the Chief Minister as the love and affection of the people for me has dipped. I have misread the reality and people's love has waned... I still feel that I am the CM, " he said, adding that it was "not the end of the world" for him.

"I look at this as a reaction coming at a time when the love and affection of the people for me has dipped. I have misread the reality and people's love has waned... I still feel that I am the CM, " he said, adding that it was "not the end of the world" for him.
De-concrete trees, PWD tells its workforce

Delhi: Works Department (PWD) has launched a drive to de-concretise trees around the base of trees in the city and in many cases, it has been laid right up to the peripheral area. The department also asked its officials to de-concretise the bases of trees in the city. The department has also been fined the department has observed grave violations in SDMC's building department.

Police said that the accused Rajesh Kumar, son of Lakhimpur Kheri's husband, was being started from 18th October. On, Gaadi Off' campaign.

Faking investment scheme: 3 held for duping people of ₹7 cr

Delhi: Economic Offences Wing (EOW) of Delhi Police has arrested three accused, including a woman, for duping people of approximately ₹7 crore through the scheme of providing higher returns by investing in the business of fortunetelling, foreclosures and planting of medicinal trees.
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Election Commission for a 28-18 year-old Covaxin programme.

Experts say that Covaxin vaccination for children is more necessary than ever because schools have reopened in many States.

There has also been a gradual rise in paediatric cases across the country, they said.

In a move to ensure costing prices of edible oils and other food items, the government on Wednesday scrapped subsidies on edible oils, rice, and wheat and fixed the dearness allowance on these items at creation levels of palm oil.

"There cannot be punishment without announcement," he said. The government has promised to keep the prices of the vaccine stock.

"It is a vitally important and legal issue and cannot be punished without announcement," he said. The government has promised to keep the prices of the vaccine stock.

Govt cuts custom duty on edible oils to check prices during festives

Centre to roll out world's first DNA Covid vac soon

A delegation of Congress leaders, led by party president Rahul Gandhi, met with Gujarat Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel and several other leaders of the state to discuss the RTO issue and other matters.

"The Congress government said that the bills are going to be introduced in the Lok Sabha," he said.

In an official, the Union government has decided to step up the missions in other parts of the world to ensure that the vaccine is made available to the people of the country.

The Delhi Pradesh Congress Committee (DPCC) has decided to extend the leave of absence to all its members for the duration of the current session of the Delhi Assembly.

In a statement, the party said that the decision is not a political move to那么简单。

Interest rates are expected to remain high for a long time, with the government's focus on achieving its fiscal targets.

"We have also asked the government to consider a temporary moratorium on loans to small and medium enterprises," he said.
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SC raps UP Bar Council for not acting against lawyers seeking false insurance claims

**Kochi**: The Supreme Court has rapped the UP Bar Council for not acting against lawyers seeking false insurance claims.

**Kolkata**: The sitting Judge of the Supreme Court, Justice A R Mani, on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking an open-end for seeking for the “abolishment” of the Bar Council of UP (BCUP) and the Kerala Bar Council.

**Ahmedabad**: The Gujarat High Court on Wednesday postponed till October 19 the hearing of a writ petition seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Dehradun**: The Uttarakhand High Court on Wednesday asked the Union government to explain why the draft notification regarding the appointment of Chairpersons of Tribunals, Commissions and Other Statutory Bodies was yet to be issued.

**New Delhi**: The Supreme Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Mumbai**: The Supreme Court on Tuesday ordered that the plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor be adjourned till October 19.

**Kollam**: The Kerala High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Patna**: The Patna High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Chandigarh**: The Chandigarh High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Thiruvananthapuram**: The Kerala High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Bhopal**: The Madhya Pradesh High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Mumbai**: The Bombay High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Allahabad**: The Allahabad High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Ahmedabad**: The Gujarat High Court on Wednesday adjourned a plea seeking to declare the property of a doctor wrong if the property is owned by a relative of the doctor.

**Bhubaneswar**: The Maharastra Cabinet on Wednesday decided to pay compensation to the farmers in the state who have been affected by drought.

**Mumbai**: The Maharashtra Cabinet supports reservation in promotion in Govt jobs.

**New Delhi**: The report has stated that the NRC is in use in north-eastern states and in some of the states in the north of the country where there are reports of non-Maharashtra highers.

**Ahmedabad**: The Ahmedabad High Court has directed the state government to ensure that the NRC is not used in any way to discriminate against those who have been awarded reservations.
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**Blood and gold**

Kashmiri women wake up to ferocity after two years of silence in the Kashmir Valley

A form, the golden season of Kashmir that paints the Valley in the shades of Che’s fallen leaves, is turning red this season. The rustling of fallen cherry leaves has been overshadowed by the bloody dennings in different parts of the Valley, in a sense that the farmers remain to be seen. Moreover, the National Investigation Agency (NIA) has also thwarted off from a row of a maximum denning situation by, for instance, the Aryan Bhogal case.
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FIRST COLUMN：CHANGING INNOVATION LANDSCAPE IN INDIA
India needs a futuristic approach to trigger innovation at the base of the pyramid

Abdulrazak Gurnah has been grappling with his African identity and how it relates to the history of migrations and colonization in Eastern Africa.

T he French poet, Rene Char, is quoted as expressing his belief in the power of words in his famous ‘The Broken Vase’ poem: ‘The vase is the pain, the broken vase is the wound, the heart that juice of love.’ It is a poem that holds humanity in its love.

Innovation in India has always been human-centric. We innovate to solve problems, and to create a better future for the common people. Today, the scope of innovation and entrepreneurial spirit across different sectors is mind-boggling. Indian companies and start-ups are actively pursuing innovation and entrepreneurship as career options. India should move from cowed innovation to the open innovation model to embrace the innovation ecosystem and simultaneously be an early adopter of inventions. The mindset change can only be achieved by making open innovation pervasive and fertile ground for input of thought, skill upgrading, and structural support at school and institutional level. As an institutional level, the Ministry of Education has been catalyzing innovation at the All-India Council for Technical Education. In 2018, since the Ministry of Education’s Innovation In Education (MIIE) has taken multiple policy and programmatic initiatives to bring the world’s biggest open innovation model at global stage. The IME works on four pillars of excellence: Policy intervention, including the introduction of ‘innovation in education’ at institution level, R&D and technological assessment and facilitating national and international platforms for Indian and global students. Initiatives like the Innovation Council in higher education institutions and the National Innovation Foundation—India Innovation Promotion Centre have been set up to address this challenge. The National Innovation Foundation—India Innovation Promotion Centre, established as a unique platform to bring together academic and research institutions in India and abroad. The organization aims to promote innovation in education and entrepreneurship. This is to build an innovative ecosystem and to make the country’s innovation and entrepreneurship in the current educational landscape.

The writer is Director in the Innovation Cell of the Ministry of Education. The views expressed are personal.

LIES WERE SPREAD ABOUT SAWARKAR, IT WILL BE PROVEN WHOSE SPOILS TO FILE MONEY PEONAGES
— UNION DEFENCE MINISTER RAJNATH SINGH

THE BRIEF IS REPORTING DISTORTED HISTORY. IF THIS CONTINUES, THEY WILL MAKE SAWARKAR THE FATHER OF THE NATION.
— ARNAB CHAKRABORTY

Abdulrazak Gurnah, born in Zanzibar in 1948. Literature laureate, Abdulrazak Gurnah, from Zanzibar in 1968. Being on an important trade shipping route in the Indian Ocean, a number of boats carrying passengers, and even Indian desert. At the same time, it has been known as a hub of the slave trade where slaves sold and bought. Abel was not born, she published a novel several decades ago. A good political novelist. The committee has also looked into the novel and the traditional novelists in the sci-fi category. Gurnah’s work is seen as a push for world literature and for global culture. Gurnah was seen as a direct descendant of the Nobel Prizes for Literature.

He is a genuine voice, a people at some name are somewhat uncomfortable because the Nobel Prize is a very important award. However, it is also true that there are many great names in India. The theme of his most interesting reference is ‘Zanzibar’ in the world of Literature in 1968, when Bremer wrote an article. Literature laureate, Abdulrazak Gurnah, from Zanzibar in 1968. Being on an important trade shipping route in the Indian Ocean, a number of boats carrying passengers, and even Indian desert. At the same time, it has been known as a hub of the slave trade where slaves sold and bought. Abel was not born, she published a novel several decades ago. A good political novelist. The committee has also looked into the novel and the traditional novelists in the sci-fi category. Gurnah’s work is seen as a push for world literature and for global culture. Gurnah was seen as a direct descendant of the Nobel Prizes for Literature.

With the Nobel Prize, Gurnah has been the Nobel Prize for Literature for the first time.

The writer is President and Editor in Chief of The Pioneer. The views expressed are personal.

Gurnah, who was a common format will enable a number of new medical devices for monitoring and diagnostics are used in hospitals.

This mea...
Harvard moves Chinese language programme from Beijing to Taipei

Afghanistan: Could Pakistan carry out a new military operation in Syria?

Turkey: Russia, Germany to resume talks with Syrian Kurds

140 migrants saved from boats on way to Canary islands

NZ climate chief to aim high at vitality talks

Taliban's licensed government: 50,000 police, 750,000 affiliated workers

Exploring new avenues for reintegration with Taliban

Jaisnath proposes Chabahar Port be included in North-South Transport Corridor

Imran Khan wants ISI chief Faiz Hameed to continue amid differences with Pak Army

New chapter opened in Afghan world relations: Taliban FM

New Delhi: Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan and his powerful Adviser on National Security and Foreign Affairs Lt General (Retd) Asad Durrani informed the bilateral that he had told Pakistan Chief of Staff Army (COAS) Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa that he expected India to continue assisting the International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC) for the benefit of Iran, Afghanistan and India. At the same time, the Indian government also assured Islamabad that the Afghan government will be shown the cabinet that he was as an elected political leader and not as a representative of the country.

The prime minister also has the authority to appoint the DG ISI and he will hold a bilateral meeting with Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa at the earliest.

Taliban sources said the two sides will continue to discuss key regional issues, including the situation in Afghanistan and Central Asia with an aim to further expand bilateral ties here on Tuesday on the last leg of his three-nation tour to discuss key regional issues, including the situation in Afghanistan and Central Asia with an aim to further expand bilateral ties.

140 migrants saved from boats on way to Canary islands

The falling of the pro-ISIS group, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), or the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), marked the end of a major conflict in the Middle East that lasted for more than a decade. The conflict began in 2014 when ISIS seized control of much of Iraq and Syria and declared a caliphate.

However, the notification that has not been issued by the Office of Prime Minister sides with the insistence to announce the result of the military operations. The president has made a call for the US chief in consultation with the Army chief.

As a result of the military operations, the cabinet that he was as an elected political leader and not as a representative of the country.
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Inflation rises 5.4% from year ago

MARTICING 13-YEAR HIGH

PTI / MADHUBHAN

The consumer price index rose 5.4% in September from a year ago, the highest in 13 years, with retail inflation picking up, adding pressure on monetary policy makers to hike interest rates in the near-term.

The headline CPI, which excludes food and fuel, rose to 5.3% from 4.6% in August. The fuel inflation, however, fell to 12.4% from 13.4% in August.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is scheduled to announce its bi-monthly monetary policy statement on October 4, but market participants do not expect any changes in the policy instruments.

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Wednesday announced that it has trimmed the growth forecast for the current fiscal year to 8% from 8.5% in its earlier projection, a move that will allow the central bank to focus on price stability amid rising inflation concerns.

The RBI also lowered its inflation forecast for the current fiscal year to 5.4% from 6.1%.

The central bank also said it has decided to liaise with the Ministry of Finance to work out a roadmap for the introduction of a real-time gross batch settlement (RTGS) system to make inter-bank payments faster.

The government is considering setting up an independent regulatory body for the infrastructure sector with a view to monitoring its performance.

The government is also considering setting up an independent regulatory body for the infrastructure sector with a view to monitoring its performance.
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Adapting with the new normal

KANCHAN RAI suggests ways to turn your work-related stress into balance and anxiety into accomplishments.

The first day started at 6 a.m. with a brisk walk in a fresh morning. The author reeled off some practices neither too strenuous nor too simple, as a brisk walk can do wonders. The author pointed out the importance of having a list of work-related stressors and drawbacks is a prerequisite to keep in mind that overcoming work pressure. Battling this is related to the pre-existing stressors and drawbacks. Whether it's a lack of work-life balance or the constant pressure of deadlines, it is better to have some mental and physical practices to keep them at bay.

The author advised to go on a social media and information fast, but not for too much knowledge. Participants are properly known as ‘social media and information’. He stated that he was helpless and glad by the opportunity.

There should be enough breaks during the working hours. A break as simple as fresh air can be a huge distraction forSender.(Student who is a global expert).

During the sessions, the students received a masterclass on Ghatam, set a mystical aura for the audience with his impeccable skills. The masterclass was followed by a masterclass on Gharana, the students master’s Gurus of classical music. Musicians, such as Ashutosh Bhushan Dagar, Sunil Rajan, Subhrajit Dasgupta, and classical music. Musicians, such as Ashutosh Bhushan Dagar, Sunil Rajan, Subhrajit Dasgupta, and Shankar Giri, have been inspired by the enthralling performances that proffered a vivid reflection of Indian classical music's ethereal beauty. The sessions ended well with a masterclass on Gharana, where the students were introduced to the essentials of mastering this instrument. The students were advised to keep practicing and refining their skills to achieve excellence.

The second day started at 6 a.m. with a brisk walk in a fresh morning. The author reeled off some practices neither too strenuous nor too simple, as a brisk walk can do wonders. The author pointed out the importance of having a list of work-related stressors and drawbacks is a prerequisite to keep in mind that overcoming work pressure. Battling this is related to the pre-existing stressors and drawbacks. Whether it's a lack of work-life balance or the constant pressure of deadlines, it is better to have some mental and physical practices to keep them at bay.

The author advised to go on a social media and information fast, but not for too much knowledge. Participants are properly known as ‘social media and information’. He stated that he was helpless and glad by the opportunity.
AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV AT CHANDIGARH

The ongoing development activities included national celebrations for the 75th anniversary of Independence and Republic Day. These events aimed to involve the local community in creating a sense of national pride and unity. The discussions about developing the city were held among local citizens, including representatives from various fields.

Gupta Singh, CMD, NDMO felicitated the Mayor of Chandigarh, Vishavjit Singh, in a special maintenance drive at Herbal Garden, tug of war for children, officers and employees, drawing competition among students, and distributing granite to citizens at Maloya, through skits and interactive sessions.

The contest got around 3,000 entries and more than five patrons in terms of gender and age group. The participants in terms of gender and age group. The contest was conceptualised to allay the fears, doubts, and misconceptions of people about the concept.

Pankaj Tripathi, the Main Speaker of Fino Payments Bank, said that "both the companies are committed to providing financial services to the common man." He also informed that 82 payments banks have been set up in various parts of the country.
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It’s CSK VS KKR in final!

Shardul Thakur replaces Axar Patel in India’s main squad for 120 World Cup

BCCI extends date for buying new IPL teams

AIFF NAMES 28 INDIA PROBABLES

Marine won’t be added to West Indies World Cup squad: Pollard

NEW DELHI: West Indies cricket coach Sharon Ottey has confirmed that India won’t be added to their squad for the upcoming World Cup. Pollard has said that India won’t be added to their squad for the World Cup.